ON-THE-GO

K376

HIGH-PERFORMANCE IN-EAR HEADSET

HIGHLIGHTS
1-BUTTON REMOTE COMPATIBILITY
WITH MOST PORTABLE DEVICES
SPECIFIC ANDROID COMPATIBILITY
BEST FOR PORTABLE DEVICES
INLINE MICROPHONE WITH CONTROL
BUTTON SUITABLE FOR MOST
ANDROID MODELS

JUST ONE BUTTON CONNECTS YOU TO THE WORLD.
With the convenience of one-button to connect you to your favourite
smartphone device, the K376 in-ear Headphones are the perfect companion
during a rush-hour commute or a great morning jog. With 3 sizes of ear
sleeves, it channels signature AKG audio quality for your listening pleasure.
Real metal housing and a closed back design attests to the quality of build
that the engineers at AKG adhere to. Specific Android compatibility
features an inline microphone that allows crystal clear voice communication.
Available in blue and white, the K376 perfectly complements your life.

REAL METAL HOUSING
3 SIZES OF EAR SLEEVES INCLUDED
CLOSED-BACK DESIGN FOR BEST
PERSONAL LISTENING EXPERIENCE
CARRYING POUCH INCLUDED
2 COLOUR VARIATIONS: BLUE AND
WHITE
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System:
Design:
Colors:
Accessories:
Frequency range:
Sensitivity:
Input impedance:
Maximum input power:
Driver size:
Cable length:
Main connection:

Dynamic
Closed-back
Blue, White
Carry pouch
12Hz to 24MHz
120dB
16 ohms
10 mW
9mm
1.2m
3.5mm jack

K376

ON-THE-GO

HIGH-PERFORMANCE IN-EAR HEADSET
STUDIO-QUALITY SOUND, ALL-DAY COMFORT AND CALLING-TAKING CAPABILITY.
Why are so many professional musicians comfortable using AKG headphones? Is it the more than 60 years of
AKG expertise engineering the precise, studio sound that top artists demand? Is it the 1,400 patents or the
two TECHNICAL GRAMMY® Awards for audio innovation? Or is it simply because they, like you, want
uncompromising sound quality for their music? AKG K376 in-ear headphones offer comfort that extends
beyond your choice of headphones. They keep you listening to your favorite music all day with a combination of
high-performance sound and incredible comfort. AKG K376 headphones come with three different sizes of soft,
malleable silicone sleeves that will fit snugly into ears of every shape. Aluminum housings provide superior
acoustic dampening and extended bass response, while the closed-back design helps keep outside noise from
disturbing your listening experience. A one-button remote allows considerable ease in navigation of media, with
minimal effort, and an in-line microphone enables you to use AKG K376 headphones while making a phone call,
giving you yet another reason never to take them off. So if you want lightweight, comfortable in-ear
headphones that deliver studio-level sound, the K376s are calling.

FAMOUS AKG® SOUND QUALITY

For over 60 years, AKG Acoustics has been the leader in creating studio sound in headphones. We hold over 1,400 patents for
our groundbreaking products; and two TECHNICAL GRAMMY® Awards (2010, 2005) for sound innovation.

ALUMINUM HOUSINGS

The housings on the AKG K376 headphones are made of aluminum, which provides superior acoustic dampening, extends bass
response and reduces the resonances that can compromise sound quality. Aluminum gives the headphones an elegant finishing
touch and helps keep them lightweight and comfortable.

IN-LINE MICROPHONE

AKG K376 in-ear headphones have an in-line microphone, so that you can make calls that are every bit as crisp and
noise-free as the music you listen to on your smartphone.

ONE-BUTTON REMOTE

AKG K376 in-ear headphones also come with a smart one-button remote that allows for easy navigation of media with
minimal effort.

SILICONE SLEEVES IN THREE SIZES

A thoroughly inspiring listening experience begins and ends with comfort. AKG K376 in-ear headphones come with soft, smooth
silicone sleeves in three different sizes so that they will fit into ears of all sizes, comfortably and snugly from the beginning
of a playlist to the end.

CHOICE OF TWO COLORS

Your music has style, so it makes sense that your headphones should too. With AKG K376 in-ear headphones, you can choose
between models in black or white.

CLOSED-BACK DESIGN

AKG K376 in-ear headphones keep music in and noise out. Their closed-back design helps impede outside noise from entering
your ears while also preventing the sounds that you’re hearing from leaking out for the outside world to hear.

CARRYING POUCH

Nothing slows down the listening process like having to undo a twisted knot of headphone cord. AKG K376 in-ear headphones
come with a carrying pouch so that you can store them safely and help keep the cord from becoming an unruly ball of tangles.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

1 set of AKG K376 in-ear headphones
3 pairs of silicone sleeves (S, M, L)
1 3' 11-1/4" (1.2m) cable
1 carrying pouch
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